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Wholesale

e

What’s New on
Up To Date

Infinity Controls & Equipment
Infinity Wiring (5 videos)

IAQ Promotion

(the password is swd)

Extended through August,
get an Infinity Air Purifier

A Carrier ductless fan coil installed in
a bedroom

for only $100 when you
buy an Infinity furnace
and Infinity condensing
unit. Get a Performance
Air Purifier for only $100
when you buy a
Performance Series

WiFi Controls for Carrier Ductless Splits
Carrier ductless split systems now offer
options for your homeowners to control
their system remotely.

furnace and Performance
Series condensing unit.
Ask a customer service
representative for details.
AHRI Ratings
The shortcut for searching
the AHRI Directory has
been updated. Check out
www.SiglerRatings.com
and use this tool to
generate certified ratings
for all of your jobs.
Carrier Top Brand
Carrier is once again the

Thermostat Interface
Carrier Comfort Series and Performance
Series 1:1 systems can use an interface
module allowing any 24-volt thermostat to
control the system. Unlike other brands
with a similar interface, the Carrier
module won’t limit an inverter system to
two-stages. You can offer homeowners
precise temperature control and the
convenience of the Côr or similar
thermostat.

weekly schedule, timers, and fan speeds.
Basically everything that could be done
with the remote control is now done on a
smart phone.
Another advantage of Sensibo is that it
can be used to create a GeoFencing
perimeter around the home. The system
can turn on automatically when the
homeowner is near their home, or notify
them if they left the system on and are no
longer in the area.

KSAIC0101115 - $134
Interface Kit for 115-Volt Systems

A Sensibo connected system is also
smart, collecting and analyzing data to
improve energy efficiency of the
equipment and give superior comfort to
homeowners.

KSAIC0101230 - $134
Interface Kit for 1:1 230-Volt Systems

SEN-INS-CAR-0805 - $75
Sensibo for 40MAQ Highwall Fan Coils

Sensibo Inside
Maybe your homeowner doesn’t want any
thermostat on the wall. Carrier has
partnered with Sensibo to allow the
Performance Series ductless systems to
be controlled with the Sensibo app. The
app allows homeowners to create a

SEN-INS-CAR-1005 - $75
Sensibo for 40MBQ Cassette,
Ducted and Floor Fan Coils

favored heating and
cooling brand among
homebuilders. It’s the fifth
consecutive year that
Carrier ranked as the
brand most used. For
more info, check out
https://goo.gl/zYidTt

The Sensibo app is highly rated and
available for download for free on iTunes
and Google Play.

For more information, check out www.SiglerNorCal.com
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Wholesale Distributors
The Products You Need
The Value You Deserve
Concord
1920 Mark Court, #100
p - 925.825.1540
f - 925.825.1427
e - CNCorders@siglers.com
Celeste Wolf x8507
Catie Bier x8516
Linda Randall x8311
Jimmy Hilton x8512
Jimmy Lightfoot x8513
Ofelia Norwood x8505
Steve Moorhead x8501
San Jose
1070 Commercial St, #106
p - 408.453.3300
f - 408.452.1822
e - SAJorders@siglers.com

Since the company began in 1924,
Milwaukee Tool has led the industry in
both durability and performance. With an
unwavering commitment to the trades,
Milwaukee continues to lead with a focus
on providing innovative, trade-specific
solutions. Whether it is through their
leadership in LITHIUM-ION technology,
time-saving accessories or innovative
hand tool products, Milwaukee is
dedicated to delivering a steady stream of
advanced solutions for the HVAC industry
that offers increased productivity and
unmatched durability.
Sigler Wholesale Distributors is proud to
carry a large line of Milwaukee products.
With more than 40 different products in
stock today, you’re sure to find what you
need to make the job easier.

The Nest Cam Indoor and Nest Cam
Outdoor helps your customers see their
home on their phone. They offer 24/7 live
streaming, no dead batteries and
intelligent alerts with Nest Aware.
In August, save some money when you
bundle Nest products together:
Thermostat + Smoke/CO
Save $25

Vidal Lara x8308
Joseph Bautista x8309
Marcus Garcia x8321
Mike Ha x8305
Clayton Schultz x8324
Bill Sperbeck x8302
Bryan Sperbeck x8322
South San Francisco
229 Littlefield Avenue, #4

Sigler Wholesale Distributors now stocks
the full suite of Nest products. In addition
to the popular Nest Thermostat with a
sleek design and ability to learn and
program itself, check out the Nest Protect
smoke and CO alarm. It looks for fastburning fires, smoldering fires, and carbon
monoxide. It also speaks up when there's
a problem and sends an alert to your
customer's phone in case they're not
home.

Thermostat + Smoke/CO + Camera
Save $50

Technical Tips
Q: Customers are requesting ductless splits, what should I know?

p - 415.330.6600
f - 415.330.6670
e - SSForders@siglers.com
Debbie Russitano x8412
Paul Hayes x8418
Tricia Maychrowitz x8404
Pete Martinez x8406
Adonis Segrove x8407
Regional Manager
Jon Malkovich x8500
Technical Support
Greg Sanchez x8405
Marketing
Sabrina Sahota x8514
Credit & Accounting
A-Q: Emily Wohlf x5158
R-Z: Dina Rowell x5326

Unlike
most
conventional
split
systems, ductless systems typically
run the fan continuously when in an
active ‘mode’. For most this is not a
problem, but for sleeping quarters it
can be an issue if not explained.
Much like conventional systems,
bigger isn’t better. Most ductless splits
will have minimum run times as part of
the control algorithm. An oversized
system will cycle and overshoot,
leaving a customer wondering what
type of comfort they purchased.
Wiring seems simple enough, L1, L2,
and Signal. However, the number one
call that comes in to tech support is

“communication error” caused by faulty
field wiring. The wiring is polarity
sensitive, so double check it.
No ‘winging it’ with the refrigerant
charge. Systems provide a factory
charge for a certain length of pipe, and
then there is an adder for additional
length in the installation manual.
Weigh in the additional charge and
note how much refrigerant was added
at installation inside the control box.
Some homeowners prefer a traditional
thermostat instead of a remote control.
Most one-on-one systems have an
interface kit that can be used for this,
but the multi-splits may not.

